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The future of PDF
	What is Google parsing?
How search engine and other application developers can enhance their PDF-related functionality by fully supporting ISO 32000, the ISO specification for PDF. [...]
	What will PDF 2.0 bring?
A brief introduction to PDF 2.0, the first major revision of the PDF specification since 2006. [...]
	PDF Technical Conference 2015: Program
The PDF Technical Conference 2015 is a unique opportunity to learn about the diverse capabilities and ecosystem of the ISO standardized Portable Document Format. [...]
	PDF Days Europe 2015 established as Europe’s leading PDF standards event
2015’s PDF Days Europe in Cologne has proved a complete success for another year running [...]
	How veraPDF does PDF/A validation
How veraPDF’s purpose-built validation model addresses the challenge of PDF/A validation and opens the door to a generalized model for file-format validation. [...]
	PDF is an (invisible) 800 pound gorilla in the room
The Document Strategy Forum 2015 is all about electronic documents, but not so much about PDF.  [...]
	Infographics: PDF/UA and WCAG 2.0
A set of Venn diagrams explaining the relationship between WCAG 2.0, PDF/UA and the recent Section 508 refresh NPRM. [...]
	PDF Days Europe 2015 – Information and inspiration for users
Following a successful premiere in 2014, the second edition of PDF Days Europe is about to start. On the 8th and 9th of June 2015, participants will get to know a range of solutions and technologies related to PDF, the stable global standard that has become an indispensable part of the business world. [...]
	PDF Days Europe 2015 – Special Topics
Can’t get enough of PDF? - Stay in Cologne! [...]
	Regulatory factors pushing ECM from TIFF to PDF
A biplane is less complex than an airliner, but that’s not a good reason to travel by Sopwith Camel! So it is with TIFF and PDF. [...]
	PDF Days Europe 2015: Agenda
Building on the previous success of last year’s event, PDF Days Europe 2015 will begin with “Educational Day”. Assemble your own personalised information pack- age out of a range of PDF-related subjects. Come to Cologne for the 8th and 9th of June 2015 for two days of concentrated PDF expertise!  [...]
	PDF Day videos from December 2014 are now available!
Videos from the December, 2014 PDF Day events in Washington DC and New York City. [...]
	3 ways to improve document productivity
Nitro partnered with the PDF Association to conduct a survey of 1,200+ knowledge workers to learn more about the ways they use documents. [...]
	PDF/A-3 brings new opportunities
The ability to embed any file format into a PDF/A-3 file makes use of PDF’s ‘container’ principle. This feature also has the potential to vastly improve the way we work with documents. For example, source files and their archivable versions can now be integrated into a single file. [...]
	Email archiving with PDF/A
The main challenge when archiving emails is the absolute menagerie of different file formats a business has to deal with.  [...]
	The carthorse method of automating transaction processing
PDF files have long proven popular for invoices and other documents transacted during routine business. ZUGFeRD has the potential to take invoicing beyond the printed page and into an future. [...]
	Output Management for SAP and PDF/A
SAP’s product range includes a powerful document management system (DMS). Its wide range of structuring options bring order to document-based business processes. Additional features are required, however, in order to ensure files meet certain quality standards. [...]
	PDF/UA – The technological key to the future of customer communication
Industries which exchange large volumes of documents with their customers – financial services, insurance, energy and others – are currently making extensive changes to their communications processes.  [...]
	Who will be first to support reading tagged PDF on mobile devices?
Although PDF technology has enormous potential in mobile devices, tagged PDF is still ignored by screen readers on every mobile platform. [...]
	Ensuring long-term access: PDF validation with JHOVE?
Naturally, many memory institutions use JHOVE’s PDF module on a daily basis for digital long term archiving. Learn about the extent to which JHOVE’s PDF validation tools can be used for risk management and quality assurance when seeking to assure long term access to documents. [...]
	PDF Day: The ROI
How can you benefit from PDF Day? Join IT managers and executives in Washington DC on December 10 and 11 to learn all about how PDF can reduce costs and improve business processes across the organization! [...]
	The unsung hero in the “paper wars”
PDF is the big gun in the war on paper. It's time the ECM industry gave up its TIFF based model for electronic documents and embraced the Portable Document Format. [...]
	CIOs and thought leaders to meet in New York City and Washington DC for PDF Day
With the PDF Days, taking place in the USA for the first time, the PDF Association is offering IT executives and managers an outstanding opportunity to gain an understanding of the capabilities and true power of this proven, open, standards-based technology everyone already uses [...]
	PDF in legal: now and the future
As a fixed-format electronic record PDF has no real competition, but few law-firms systematically leverage PDF to reduce risks and help everyone work as a team. [...]
	PDF in financial services: now and the future
Although they are utterly reliant on PDF, modern financial services institutions still leverage only the most rudimentary fraction of PDF’s capabilities. [...]
	Both symbol and substance of interoperability
Mere publication of a specification doesn’t make a standard: it takes a community. Of course, it also helps if the customers like the product, and use it more and more. [...]
	PDF: A lifeblood technology of government
Government requirements for electronic documents include considerations most businesses don't need to address. From long-term archivability to accessibility, authenticity, redaction and more, government organizations think about documents a little differently. [...]
	PDF/A-3 vs. PDF
At PDF Day in Washington DC and New York City, CIOs will get the information they need about PDF/A-3, the powerful subset of PDF with the potential to shorten payment cycles, reduce administrative costs and enable new means of collaboration. [...]
	CIOs and thought leaders to meet in New York City and Washington DC for PDF Day
PDF Day brings CIOs together to learn how PDF support for digital signatures, automated invoicing, online collaboration and accessibility take the format far beyond a faithful rendition of a printable page. PDF is familiar, but also, woefully underutilized. [...]
	Why CIOs should care about PDF/A
Fundamentally, PDF/A is all about reducing risks. Learn more about the archival subset of the world's chosen electronic document format at PDF Day in Washington DC and New York City. [...]
	PDF Day program for December 11 in New York City
PDF Day in New York is 18 fast-paced educational sessions packed with non-commercial information for IT executives on a range of PDF technology related topics. [...]
	PDF Day program for December 10 in Washington DC
PDF Day in Washington DC is 18 fast-paced educational sessions packed with non-commercial information for IT executives on a range of PDF technology related topics. [...]
	PDF/UA-1 Technical Implementation Guide for ISO 32000 now published
The US Committee for PDF/UA has published its second Technical Implementation Guide. This document focuses on ISO 32000-1. [...]
	PDF Days Europe 2014 – New user event shows real form
Berlin/Cologne, 04 July 2014. The PDF Association has successfully brought to life a new user-focused event in the form of the “PDF Days Europe 2014”. [...]
	PDF Association board significantly expanded
Berlin, 04 July 2014. PDF Association has significantly expanded its board of directors. The now ten-member-strong committee is composed of representatives from leading forces within [...]
	Matterhorn Protocol 1.02 now available!
The Matterhorn Protocol 1.02 is now available as a free download! [...]
	PDF Association Newsletter: Issue 33
Evolving Document-Centric Processes with Advanced Rendering to PDF in Life Science · Meeting Document Requirements in Life Sciences: The Art of Avoiding the Resubmit · About PDF Association Member Adlib · New members: WinHouse Software, WingArc 1st Inc., Software602, IDRsolutions, Solimar Systems Inc., letterscan GmbH &#038; Co. KG [...]
	Matterhorn Protocol 1.01 now available
The 1.01 update to the Matterhorn Protocol is now available for free download. [...]
	Premiere for PDF Days Europe
Since its beginnings in 1993, PDF technology has become a gigantic ecosystem with thousands of different providers. Originally a proprietary file format, today PDF is a critical part of global IT infrastructure used in almost every sector and industry imaginable. On the 16th and 17th of June 2014, the PDF Association is dedicating another event entirely to the format: PDF Days Europe.  [...]
	New White Paper: Implementing a Standardized PDF/A Document Storage System with LEADTOOLS
This month LEAD&#8217;s white paper is an extremely practical one. In fact, we even had a few conversations with customers at last week’s HIMSS conference about this [...]
	PDF Days Europe 2014: Agenda
«PDF Days in Europe 2014» will start with the Educational Day – three tracks of presentations on a wide range of PDF topics, including introductory sessions for [...]
	6 new PDF-oriented LinkedIn groups
The PDF Association has created LinkedIn groups for PDF, PDF/A, PDF/UA, PDF/E, PDF/X and PDF/VT. [...]
	New US Federal Government Transfer Guidance Released
The US National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), the agency responsible for long-term federal government records, has published NARA Bulletin 2014-004, their Transfer Guidance for federal agencies. [...]
	Software Supporting PDF/UA
Longtime chairman of the US Committee for PDF/UA, Duff Johnson maintains a page listing software providing PDF/UA functionality as well as an updated history of PDF/UA. [...]
	Climbing the Matterhorn: An introduction to the definitive algorithm for PDF/UA conformance
Accessibility isn't easy. For implementers and product managers alike who are responsible for supporting accessibility in PDF, this article describes how the Matterhorn Protocol can help speed progress towards PDF/UA conformance. [...]
	PDF Association Newsletter: Issue 32
Contents 20 Years of PDF New Assistant to the Board &#160; 2013: 20 Years of PDF By Duff Johnson Vice Chairman, PDF Association Happy Holidays [...]
	Intelligent PDF Services Help the U.S. Department of State
The U.S. Department of State is the lead institution for the conduct of American diplomacy facilitating the promotion and protection of interests for US citizens globally. The U.S. Department of State determined they needed reliable and feature-rich, server-based PDF technology.  [...]
	PDF Association Newsletter: Issue 31
Feature article: Waiter, there’s a bug in my PDF!   •   PDF Association member: Global Graphic  •   Events   •   New members… [...]
	From the Seattle Technical Conference
60 developers spent two days wading through the guts of PDF - they even seemed to like it! [...]
	Who owns PDF?
While most people identify PDF with Adobe Systems the reality is that Adobe gave PDF to the ISO in 2008. [...]
	Recordings of the presentations given during «PDF/A Day» (August 16, 2013 – Seattle)
Recordings of the presentations given at the PDF/A Day in Seattle, August 16, 2013. [...]
	Cal Poly Graphic Communications PDF/VT Test File Suite – Version 1.0.1
September 1, 2013 – The Cal Poly Graphic Communications PDF/VT Test File Suite provides a collection of four sets of graphically-rich, robust, valid PDF/VT files for testing and demonstrating products claiming support of consumption of files conforming to the ISO 16612-2 PDF/VT standard. The test file suite is now available for download from the website of the PDF Association. [...]
	PDF Association helps move ISO standard for accessible PDF documents to implementation
The Swiss non-profit foundation "Access for all" has published the PDF Accessibility Checker (PAC 2) the world's first tool for verifying PDF documents conform with PDF/UA and are accessible to people with disabilities. The PDF Association contributed significantly to the development of PAC 2 in several ways. With these and other initiatives, the PDF Association underlines its commitment to universal accessibility in PDF, the world’s preferred format for electronic documents. [...]
	DMS EXPO: PDF Association members to detail all PDF standards and new applications
At the DMS EXPO, from the 24th to the 26th of September 2013 in Stuttgart, PDF Association members will explain how these PDF standards work, covering PDF itself, PDF/A for long-term archiving and e-invoicing, PDF/UA for barrier-free PDF documents, PDF/VT for variable and transactional printing and PDF/X for sending printing masters. The primary focus at the DMS EXPO will be the issue of e-invoicing using PDF/A-3 and the ZUGFeRD data model. The day before the show, the PDF Association will hold a half-day seminar discussing the PDF/A standard and e-invoicing with PDF/A-3. [...]
	PDF Association releases Matterhorn Protocol, the Definitive Accessibility Testing Model for PDF Documents and Forms
The PDF Association is pleased to announce the publication of Matterhorn Protocol 1.0 to promote conformance with PDF/UA (ISO 14289), the international standard for accessible PDF files, readers and assistive technology. [...]
	The Matterhorn Protocol 1.0
Created primarily for software developers, the Matterhorn Protocol fosters PDF/UA adoption by specifying a series of tests enabling the effective exchange of information on PDF/UA conformance. [...]
	PDF Standards and PDF/A in the Pharmaceutical Industry
Within the pharmaceutical branch there exist numerous important documents with high demands on document quality which typically must be archived for extended periods of time. [...]
	A Successful Technical Conference for PDF’s Birthday
The PDF Association celebrated a particularly special birthday as part of its most recent Technical Conference: it has now been 20 years since the PDF format was first published.  [...]
	PDF/UA: The key facts
What does “universal accessibility” actually mean when it comes to PDFs? It is the idea that everyone should be equally able to independently access and use the information contained within a PDF document. [...]
	PDF/UA in a Nutshell
“PDF/UA in a Nutshell” will show you just what PDF/UA is. This brochure provides a clear summary of the key facts, the standard’s requirements, the latest developments and the current legal situation regarding PDF accessibility, all in one place. In addition, it suggests potential applications for the standard and lists the tools that can be used to create and validate PDF/UA-compliant documents. [...]
	PDF/UA: The ISO standard for universal accessibility
Information plays a central role in society today, and it is becoming more and more common for that information to be offered in digital form alone. The reliable, user-friendly Portable Document Format (PDF) has become the world’s file type of choice for providing information as a digital document.  [...]
	Important Laws and regulations
Important Laws and regulations all over the world, in the US and in Europe. [...]
	The history of PDF/UA
Für viele Menschen, zum Beispiel mit Sehbehinderung, blieb das Dateiformat PDF lange Zeit unzugänglich, da PDF ursprünglich auf die visuelle Präsentation fokussiert war. [...]
	PDF/UA’s requirements
The PDF/UA standard defines technical requirements for universally-accessible PDF documents by identifying a set of relevant PDF functions (including text content, images, form fields, comments, bookmarks and metadata) based on ISO 32000-1 (PDF 1.7). [...]
	Accessible PDF: Users and usage
As a quality standard for universally accessible PDF documents aimed at both software developers and document creators, PDF/UA serves as a clear basic requirement for everyone involved in PDF creation.  [...]
	PDF/UA: Creation tools
In principle, universally-accessible PDF documents can either be generated directly during document creation, using a suitable program, or indirectly generated by adapting an existing PDF document.  [...]
	Validating PDF/UA compliance
A PDF document’s degree of accessibility is hard to determine at first glance. How, then, can you tell if and to what extent a PDF file meets the requirements of PDF/UA? [...]
	Assistive technology for in-depth testing
So far, there are no PDF programs or assistive technologies which offer full PDF/UA compliance when providing access to tagged PDF documents. [...]
	Added value for PDF users
Assistive Technologien, PDF-Programme und das Dateiformat PDF werden durch das PDF/UA-Regelwerk optimal aufeinander abgestimmt, damit möglichst alle Menschen einen technisch gut unterstützten Zugang zu den Inhalten von PDF-Dokumenten erhalten. [...]
	The potential benefits of PDF/UA
PDF/UA defines a standardised, universal set of requirements for PDF accessibility. These guidelines serve as a roadmap for everyone involved with the standard, guaranteeing that the relevant software, hardware and digital documents can work together as effectively as possible – provided they comply with the standard.  [...]
	Laws paving the way for PDF/UA
In 2006, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons With Disabilities, which came into force on the 3rd of May 2008. [...]
	Learn more about PDF/UA
If you want to learn more about PDF technology, either in general or as it relates to a specific subject, then the PDF Association is the perfect point of contact. [...]
	What the experts are saying
Accessibility experts Klaus-Peter Wegge and Markus Riesch report on their first impressions of PDF/UA and assess how it can grow from here. [...]
	PDF Association Newsletter: Issue 29
20th anniversary of Acrobat and PDF 1.0 • Technical Conference North America 2013 • PDF/A Day [...]
	It Just Works: PDF turns 20!
At 20 years of age PDF has remained very cool with customers and end users. Largely immune to the buzz and hype of Internet technologies PDF still dominates the idea of “an electronic document” worldwide. [...]
	PDF Association Newsletter: Issue 28
CONTENTS TECHNICAL CONFERENCE EUROPE 2013 EVENTS NEW MEMBERS Dear Readers, PDF is celebrating its 20th birthday this year – in some countries this is the [...]
	PDF/A in a Nutshell: seven years of expertise in seventeen pages
PDF Association releases “PDF/A in a Nutshell 2.0” publication [...]
	Speakers at the Technical Conference Europe 2013: Interview with Francois Fernandès
Levigo's François Fernandès explains the benefits of formal validation of PDF, especially on the background of the richness and complexity of the PDF syntax. [...]
	Speakers at the Technical Conference Europe 2013: Interview with Bruno Lowagie
Bruno Lowagie aims to guide attendees of the Technical Conference 2013 through the world of digital signing, touching on the upcoming PDF 2.0 standard and PADeS from ETSI, and discussing best practices. [...]
	PDF Association Technical Conference to feature two days of intensive education for electronic document software developers and technical product managers
The PDF Association expects a wide variety of developers to congregate in Seattle for the first-ever PDF Association Technical Conference in North America, scheduled for August 14-16 2013 and hosted by Adobe Systems at their campus on Lake Union.  [...]
	Technical Conference 2013 provides a 360° view of the current state of PDF standards
The PDF Association’s second Technical Conference will take place from the 18th to the 19th of June 2013. This year, the conference will take place in Königswinter, near Bonn / Germany. [...]
	Document digitization in PDF/A: How to make a success of complex projects
Public and private enterprises like to keep up with the times; they launch projects and ride on the crest of the digitization wave. Infrastructures for [...]
	Survey: How do you use PDF?
Take the PDF Association's surveys for PDF Association members and end-users alike!
 [...]
	PDF/A kompakt 2.0 – Online-Ausgabe
„PDF/A kompakt 2.0“ bietet einen umfassenden Einstieg in die Materie und zeigt die neuesten Entwicklungen, die mit den Normteilen PDF/A-2 und PDF/A-3 zur Verfügung stehen.  [...]
	Technical Conference Europe 2013 · June 18-19, 2013 · Königswinter, Germany
The Technical Conference Europe 2013 covers technical topics around PDF and related ISO standards and technologies. With a technical audience in mind – developers, technical product managers as well as technical decision makers – the conference provides an update on the latest developments in the world of PDF, and at the same time offers a platform for discussions and networking. [...]
	Live at CeBIT – PDF/A-3 with ZUGFeRD
The intensive collaboration between the Forum for Electronic Billing in Germany (Forum elektronische Rechnung Deutschland or FeRD) and the PDF Association has begun to bear fruit. Visitors to CeBIT, from the 5th to the 9th of March 2013, will be able to see this for themselves.  [...]
	Further information on PDF/A
The PDF/A Competence Centre, today a part of the PDF Association, was founded very shortly after PDF/A first appeared as an ISO standard. This international organisation aims to promote the development and usage of PDF standards. To that end, the PDF Association targets users, developers and decision-makers equally and helps its members exchange information worldwide. [...]
	The myths and legends surrounding PDF/A
A number of critics have spoken out against PDF/A, especially when the standard was first introduced. Many criticisms of the format, however, are based on misunderstandings. These are some of the most commonly encountered myths and legends. [...]
	PDF/A and the other PDF standards
Specialist ISO standards based on the Portable Document Format are available for a wide range of purposes. [...]
	What the users and experts say
Experts and users talk about their experiences with PDF/A. [...]
	PDF/A in legislation and justice
Digital documents are increasingly replacing traditional paper documents. Existing paper documents are being scanned and digitised, while digital-only processes are becoming more and more common – and PDF/A is at the very forefront of this trend. [...]
	PDF/A in finance and industry
Businesses benefit from the ISO standard for long-term archiving because it helps them to store digital documents in compliance with legal requirements. PDF/A-3 has further increased adoption rates within the financial sector, as this new part of the standard can also be used to keep source documents organised.
 [...]
	PDF/A in public administration
Many government authorities and public institutions worldwide now specify formats to use for digital data. Government offices often recommend that working documents use open file formats. More and more often, PDF/A is the only format accepted for final-version files. [...]
	Validation: Is it really PDF/A?
It is not always easy to tell at first glance whether an existing PDF file actually meets the ISO’s PDF/A standard. To be absolutely certain, you can perform a validation check which examines all relevant parts of a document. [...]
	PDF/A creation tools
PDF/A documents can be created in a variety of ways. This section will sketch out just a few typical approaches. [...]
	Typische Anwendungsgebiete für PDF/A
Bei vielen Aufgabenstellungen hat sich der PDF/A-Standard bewährt. Wir zeigen einige Beispiele aus der Praxis im Überblick. [...]
	The most important reasons to use PDF/A
The PDF/A standard offers practical solutions for a wide variety of tasks, bringing advantages to many areas of application. [...]
	The technical side of the PDF/A standard
After the first part of PDF/A was published, two more parts arrived.  [...]
	A short history of PDF/A
As Adobe Systems’ 1993-published Portable Document Format (PDF) grew in popularity, users and developers began to recognise its potential for long-term archiving.
 [...]
	PDF/A facts – an introduction to the standard
Put in the simplest possible terms, PDF/A is a PDF which forbids certain functions which could hinder long-term archiving. PDF/A also demands that the file meet certain requirements which guarantee reliable reproduction. [...]

